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Abstract 
Our main purposes are the disclosure of certain basic topics of geometry to a broad audience with the 
aim of enabling people to read geometric shapes that surround us, both from a mathematical and 
architectural point of view. In the events that we organize, we always leave ample margin to material 
testing, following the learn-by-doing philosophy. In particular we use origami as a medium to convey 
some knowledge about shapes. We present various examples addressed to different audiences. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
I hear and I forget. 
I see and I believe. 
I do and I understand. 

(Confucius)  

'Understanding' passes through 'doing': this philosophy finds ample space also in the contemporary 
conception of scientific divulgation at the basis of a great renewal of educational dynamics. 

This concept is now consolidated in the current socio-cultural context and promotes the development 
of cultural dissemination initiatives that involve institutions and educational organizations, at various 
levels.  

To make a few examples, we can remember many initiatives promoted by museums to engage the 
visitors in those that have become, from all points of view, immersive visits and not just visits, the 
weeks of science, now annual appointment in many european and extra-european countries, and the 
European reserchers’ night organized every year in September since 2005 [1].  

For our research group, which has always used dynamic teaching techniques within university 
courses, it has been a very interesting challenge trying to use this philosophy of doing in dissemination 
activities related to the themes of our research. 

As a matter of fact, we are a team of mathematicians and architects of Politecnico di Torino (Italy); our 
scientific interests range from Geometry to Representation and Architectural Survey, with common 
attention for the critical power of teaching [2], [3]. 

We have dedicated our attention to the sharing process of that content that can be made accessible to 
heterogeneous users [4], [5] by identifying the most suitable media and by defining appropriate 
languages. 

With this aim we present our contribution, through an overview of a variety of experiences.  

Our goal is to educate to reading geometric shapes that are around us, both in the natural and in the 
architectural world. For this reason, as we will see in the following, our training paths can be 
developed in any physical context: the place devoted to our activities becomes a world to read.  

To achieve this purpose, we have exploited the training experience gained in our university courses. In 
that context, among other things, one important objective of architecture/engineering basic teaching is 
the development of visualization skills (roughly speaking: the ability to picture three-dimensional 
shapes in the mind’s eye) [6] and training three dimensional thinking and geometrical reading of 
shapes is an active research field [7].  

In particular, in the teaching of ruled surfaces, we have over the years developed a methodology 
based on dynamic paper models obtained with origami techniques and rigorously supported by 
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knowledge of analytic/differential geometry [8]. This method goes beyond the most practiced virtual 
approach and stimulates in the students a close connection between thought and action. 

On the other hand, training effects on spatial skills at any age are increasingly studied [9] and we are 
convinced that, as university students can improve their visual literacy in learning how to read a 
building, so also younger students can: we have just to bring them gradually to complex readings of 
shapes. 

We then thought about expanding our educational research to all levels of school and to a broad 
audience, bearing in mind that in everyday experience we interact with three-dimensional shapes 
(building, furniture, objects of everyday life). This meant, as for teaching strategies, that we had to take 
into account different levels of skills, age and instruction, looking for inclusive educative practices, 
using a language, which had to be precise but suitable for the audience to whom we address on each 
occasion, simplifying contents without trivializing them and hinting at possible research developments. 

In particular we have identified origami as tool for our activities: this form of art and pastime, which 
currently pervades the language of advertising, graphics, fashion and design, represents on the one 
hand the old concept of work done with hands, on the other hand is icon of efficiency, organization 
and rigorousness and it turns out to be ideal medium to convey knowledge about shapes for every 
type of audience. 

2 APPROACHES AND GOALS 
In recent years the representation of geometric shapes, with particular reference to the three-
dimensional ones, has been remarkably developed thanks to software programs that allow to visualize 
and also to move the point of view of the represented object. These are, however, always two-
dimensional representations of three-dimensional objects.  

Our idea was instead to look for a medium that would allow us to create simple three-dimensional 
models not only observable but tangible: in fact tangibility involves action, comprehension, awareness, 
and exercise of one's own creativity and helps each learner (at all level) to actively take part in the 
learning activities, making inferences, finding invariants, and gathering information. 

That's why we chose origami as a tool for dissemination. 

Regarding our experiences at Politecnico of Torino, origami has been used by a decade for 
educational purposes, in some courses of representation and geometry for Architecture students (see 
in this book, the papers “Activities in mathematics course for undergraduate students: from origami to 
software”, by M.L. Spreafico and “Observe, understand and represent an architectural shape: 
methodological and practical approaches” by U. Zich), with the aim to promote a critical approach, 
which emphasizes geometric shape, exploring relationships between mathematics and drawing and 
using a tangible representation. 

In particular, in the teaching of ruled surfaces (recognizable in roofing structures: pitched roofs and 
vaulted structures understandable as intersections of cylinders), we have, over the years, developed a 
teaching methodology that takes advantage of dynamic models employing origami techniques.  

This approach is based on our researches in origami and geometry of surfaces [10] and makes use of 
basics in analytic and differential geometry: namely, folding a sheet of paper we get developable 
surfaces (such as cones, cylinders), i.e. surfaces that can be (at least locally) "unrolled" on a plane, 
while a mathematical description of architectonical shapes generated by the intersection of two 
cylinders, allows to describe its geometric development on the plane in order to produce a rigorous 
paper model. 

Starting from our teaching experience with university students, we then decided to turn to a wider 
audience (different for education and age) this ludic and unconventional approach to shape reading. 

Origami is in fact an amusing activity suitable for all ages; it is a sharable activity in heterogeneous 
contexts, because it is made with basic, easily accessible and economical material and in addition, 
due to its connections to mathematics, it allows to design rigorous models of two/three dimensional 
real shapes. 

In the last years, some conference "Origami, dinamiche educative e didattica" of CDO (Origami 
Dissemination Center) [11] at the national level led us to deepen the research in teaching with origami. 
Our studies and experimentations in educational activities were expanded to inclusive educative 
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practices for all levels of students and for a broad audience, (see M.L. Spreafico and U. Zich, “Training 
the trainers”, in this book). 

3 EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITIES 
To exemplify our work, we provide a summarized description of various experiences made in recent 
years, within events we organized or attended to.  

For school-age students, we studied and designed some activities using grouping by age and scholar 
level: e. g. primary school only (subsection 3.1) or articulate courses for students from kindergarten to 
upper secondary schools (see subsection 3.3). Some events were also designed for the general public 
(see subsections 3.2, 3.3). 

3.1 Politecnico di Torino open to the children 
Our university offers many cultural dissemination activities to children and, in agreement with Città di 
Torino, the province and the Ministry of Education, to the primary schools of first and second level.  

Opening the doors to children means finding a language that makes accessible specialized contents 
or finding innovative educational dynamics in relation to topics familiar to them.  

Since in both ways many people of the staff coming from different disciplines have been involved, our 
interdisciplinary proposals sit in a context where the aim is discovering the scientific and technological 
research world in the university, through educational workshops and gaming activities conducted by 
teachers, technicians and students of different disciplines.  

Our team participates in the event with regard to mathematics and representation and proposes a 
treasure hunt, in which the children have to recognize shapes of two or three dimensions, reproducing 
them with origami.  

Bambini e bambine un giorno all’università is an initiative planned every year by the Education 
Department of Città di Torino together with Politecnico di Torino and University and involves primary 
school pupils, accompanied by their teachers, in a university tour. It is based on the idea that 
experimentations and games can highlight attitudes and creativity of everyone in a world that requires 
more and more cross-cutting skills. 

 
Figure 1. Plan for the “Treasure hunt of forms” (in the Politecnico di Torino – main campus, Central 

Courtyard, corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24). Children and educators. 

At Politecnico of Torino the event -organized by the Orientation Office- was attended by students of 
the fourth year of primary school who challenged themselves in a bi and three-dimensional treasure 
hunt based on simple shapes that they then modeled with origami techniques.  
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Another initiative inside our Institution is Bimbi al Poli con mamma e papà, organized by the Image 
Promotion Office with the aim of showing to new generations current researches through small 
laboratory experiences in a holiday and sharing climate. 

In this case cultural dissemination is anomalous because, although it takes place in a family context - 
mediated by the recipients (i.e. the children) - it actually passes also among colleagues giving space 
and perspectives for new informal contaminations. 

One of the past editions started an origami installation about fractals using a diagram by J. Mosely 
based on a traditional model for creating the "Menger sponge" that, in mathematics, is a three-
dimensional fractal. It is constructed according to a specific sequence: as a modular origami it is 
obtained by folding and enclosing 6 card stock of the size of a business card. 

At each iteration one gets an object with more blank surfaces than before.  It is an infinite process that 
results in a three-dimensional object with zero volume and an infinite surface.  

Many sites in the world host a Mega Menger build. At each site, a model of a mathematical fractal 
called a Menger Sponge is in construction. The success of these events depends on volunteers to 
help with the build [12]. 

In our case the above installation had only a creative playful spirit, with an educational background 
and no artistic intent, nevertheless the game of making the installation live with old Politecnico's 
business cards has produced a cross-activity between the ages and a confrontation opportunity at 
different levels. 

 
Figure 2. Looking for new informal contaminations:  

playing with Menger sponge on the european researchers' night. 

3.2 European Researchers’ night 
We attend for years to this annual initiative, which is held simultaneously in many Italian and European 
cities. 

It is promoted and cofounded by the European Commission, within the European Framework Program 
for Research and Innovation Horizon 2020, and it aims to bring the general public closer to the 
research world, showing that "the researcher is a normal person doing exceptional things", 
contributing to raise public awareness of the importance of scientific research for the cultural, social 
and economic development of society [1].  

Researchers from Politecnico of Torino and the University accompany the public on a journey into the 
world of research, including experiments, shows and events of various kinds.  
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Figure 3. Great crowding at our booth on the European researchers' night. 

We exemplify two past experiences that we consider to be significant.  

In the 2014 edition, our team showed how origami can be understood as an educational tool to 
promote learning, even in architectural or engineering contexts: from mathematics to architectural 
shape, such as vaults and from mathematics to model. 

 
Figure 4. From mathematics to architectural shape, vaults and their models. 

There was also a Radio show: Scientific Cafes, 7 hours of direct radio (titled "Tracks: the research is 
told") to talk about research and science, (but also about music, art and literature), with guests, 
quizzes and prizes; in this radio broadcast we were interviewed about our everyday walk in the world 
of science and technology. 

In the 2015 edition, we have proposed a range of activities suitably studied for the various group of 
users. In a workshop for schools designed for groups of children of the last classes of Primary School, 
we analyzed the shapes of various types of everyday objects (also considering their cross sections) 
and vegetables (in theme with the universal exposition Milano Expo 2015), first of all we distributed 
vegetables (especially tomatoes) and discussed various geometric shapes that could symbolically 
represent them. Then we used origami folding to represent them in two and three dimensions (in a 
learn by doing point of view) and finally we used laser scanning techniques to reconstruct and study 
their images, thus showing, in a simple case, the techniques used in our research on virtual and 
analytical reconstruction of surfaces.  

For students of the first-grade secondary school, we joined the organization “rally of science”. The 
students, with a map of the square where the event was located, had to go hunting for shapes: they 
had to locate some geometric shapes in the square's architectures and fold them individually with 
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sheets of paper. This game first required a new look in a familiar environment for students and then an 
abstraction of shape from its context and its subsequent modeling. 

 
Figure 5. “Treasure hunt of 3D shapes” in Piazza Castello. Cross vault paper and acetate models. 

For students of the primary school, we joined the organization of a workshop titled “AGORA’ 
SCIENZA”; this activity was subsequently adapted and integrated by inserting the control of curves 
which approximate the proposed vegetable shapes. 

For high school students we have instead proposed a game of shape approximation through curves/ 
functions equations.  

 
Figure 6. Representing and analysing geometry of tomatoes. 

As for activities open to the general public, we proposed origami folds of all kinds: from vegetables to 
models of architectural vaults that are subjects of our research.  

3.3 The King and the Origami 
Another result of an educational project for schools and general visitors is "The King and the Origami", 
Venaria (Turin) (an agreement between DAD, DISMA and Centro studi Venaria): The king and the 
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origami, paper games between architecture and geometry (observing, touching and modeling to 
understand) [13].  

It consists of a set of guided tours and educational workshops, which are led by properly trained tutors 
and take place in parallel with the normal guided tours which are proposed to all visitors: in a 
magnificent royal residence, visitors discover architectural shapes and the geometry hidden in them 
(in particular various types of vaults and roofs) and can reproduce them by origami technique, so 
touching with their hands the shapes just observed, in the spirit of "learn by doing", with undoubted 
advantages even for people with disability (for example, visually impaired persons) [14]. 

The project was planned and tested over a year on numerous classes from kindergarten up to high 
school and also on the general public. The purpose was in fact to tailor the proposed activities to 
students of all school levels and to a broad audience of visitors and families. 

In designing the activities, gaming dynamics have often been exploited: from body modeling 
techniques, for the little children, to 2D/3D treasure hunts, for the older students and broad audience. 

 While, for high school students, sophisticated mathematical tools and suitable educational materials 
are proposed to experiment directly a development of real surfaces, in order to design rigorously 
origami models of surfaces generated by intersection of cylinders. 

 
Figure 7. Discovering shapes. Analyzing cylinder intersections. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The experiences we have accomplished and lived have been very stimulating to us and have given us 
the opportunity to check the effectiveness of the method and tool chosen.  

The users involved, (students, teachers, or the general public), have always been enthusiastic about 
them. We have also been able to verify positively the real effectiveness of our proposals: sometimes, 
at the end of the activity, we collect rating sheets on them, that make us understand the positive 
response of the audience and bring also interesting suggestions.  

The best thing to emphasize the good response of the initiatives is the subsequent demand by 
schools, educational and cultural institutions to reproduce and adapt activities to their 
school/architectural contexts. In addition, these educational/dissemination activities are then arranged 
and introduced in teaching practices and can fruitfully contribute to better spread knowledge about 
Cultural Heritage, allowing students to look with new and aware eyes the shapes surrounding them. 
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